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Abstract
The World Wide Web is by far the most successful hypermedia system, its name often
being used synonymously for the Internet. However, it is based on a rather restricted hypermedia model with limited linking functionality. Even though underlying systems may
provide a richer data model, there is still the question of how to present this information in a Web-based interface in an easily understandable way. Assuming an underlying
system similar to Topic Maps, which allows storing, managing, and categorizing meta
data and links, we propose a presentation of extended links. We try to provide a usable
way for users to handle the additional functionality. The mechanism is based on already
available technologies like DHTML. It is one facet of our approach to make the Web more
interconnected and to work towards a more richly and openly linked Web.
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Introduction

Compared to many other hypermedia systems [24,11,16], the linking capabilities of the World
Wide Web are rather limited. It only makes use of a few concepts of hypermedia. In recent
years, however, new recommendations issued by the W3C like XML [3], XLink [10], and
XPointer [9], or ISO/IEC’s Topic Maps [19] have tried to overcome this shortcoming. Due to
the popularity of the Web, efforts have to be made to integrate and improve the current system
with more sophisticated hypermedia concepts. More sophisticated hypermedia systems are in
great demand, due to the growing amount of information provided by the Internet, and thus
the growing need to be able to navigate the Web more easily.
This paper gives a short introduction of extended link functionalities and discusses possible
ways of displaying these augmented links to the user. The paper primarily focuses on a
solution that is already feasible with today’s technology using DHTML.
An HTML link is defined as follows [29]: “A link is the connection from one Web resource
to another.” The main implications of that definition are that

• a link has exactly one source and one destination,
• its activation (for example by clicking on its graphical representation) initiates a traversal at the source which leads to the destination, and
• it establishes a relationship between the source and the destination.
Additionally, an HTML link is always embedded into the document, it is explicit and
pre-computed [1]. Hypermedia research however suggests broader and more general link
functionality. Namely n-ary links (linking more than two locations), separation of link and
content, and annotations, are mentioned and implemented in existing systems [16,21,7,5,2], as
described in Section 2. A more elaborate link model would not only increase the capabilities
of the Web as a hypermedia system, the usability of the Web would also be improved. The
main improvements from a user point of view are:
• Educated choices
Right now, users are left with little or no feedback as to where a link is taking them.
Including annotations and/or showing the type of relationship with destination resources
enables the user to make an informed decision.
• More and better choices
Multi-ended n-ary links give users the choice of where they want to go, as opposed to
a single destination. This reduces the amount of time and traffic caused by searching
through unrelated information.
• Link quality
When links are stored separately from the content document, they can be more easily
maintained and controlled. Broken links, a common problem in today’s fast changing
Web, can be avoided more easily.
• 3rd party links
Links which are maintained separately may be used to associate information in a way
which would probably not be supported by the content’s original provider, such as
linking statements in product descriptions with resources containing critical remarks
about these statements.
The very flexible and powerful XML framework provides the foundation for several initiatives which are trying to implement the above mentioned improved functionality. XLink [10]
and XPointer [9] are W3C specifications that enable a better way of linking XML content.
XLink extends HTML linking functionality and first efforts have been made to provide a
framework on how to apply styles to XLinks [33]. As of today, however, major browsers do not
support XLink properly (only a small subset of XLink, the simple links, which only provide
HTML-like linking features, are supported in the newest revisions of the major browsers).
Therefore, displaying extended links in regular browsers today requires the help of existing
technologies like DHTML. However, the concepts discussed in this paper can also be implemented in XLink-enabled browsers in the future.

In order to implement and manage the new link types, several approaches can be used.
One of them might be a data model like XLinkbase. The XLinkbase model will be explained
in more detail in Section 3 and is used in examples throughout this paper.
In terms of visualizing the new link concept, the authors have come up with an interface
using standard components and technology of a Web browser and reusing known GUI widgets.
This is important, because the key to get the user to use a new functionality is acceptance,
which is achieved by providing good usability [26]. Additionally, learnability as one of the
important components of usability [25] is greatly improved by presenting known concepts to
the user.
Related work on hypermedia systems and visualizations on the Web are discussed in the
following section. After explaining the philosophy behind XLinkbase as a possible underlying
hypermedia system, the paper introduces the rationale used in the implementation of the
prototypical Web interface. Section 5 discusses the actual implementation and technical
details. The paper concludes by addressing open issues and possible future projects.
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Related Work

Various open hypermedia systems have been adapted to the World Wide Web. Following, a
number of systems that bring together Open Hypermedia System (OHS) [27] concepts and
the Web are presented. The focus is put primarily on the way links are represented on the
Web. While the selection certainly is not exhaustive, it showcases important initiatives.
Grønbæk [14] suggests a format called Open Hypermedia Interchange Format (OHIF),
which is similar to XLink, but features a richer data model. The Webvise interface and
WebDAV server allow the publishing of OHIF sites. The Webvise client extracts the meta
data stored in a document and displays it in a separate application window. Alternatively, a
proxy server can be used to include additional links and display annotations in a JavaScript
pop-up [15]. This specific service has been discontinued. Multi-ended links are possible in
the system, yet the Webvise client is needed.
HyperWave [21] is a second generation Web system enabling a more structured organization and visualization of Web content. However, there is no direct way to create multi-ended
links. The interface is transparent to the user. The user does not realize that the underlying
system is HyperWave; the presentation of links is in traditional HTML syntax.
Both previously described systems store their links separate from the content. So does
Webcosm [8, 16], which has been developed at the University of Southampton and is now
commercialized in Portal Maximizer 1 . Portal Maximizer organizes information in “themes”.
It also injects external links into documents when they are requested. The one-to-many
functionality of links is implemented by showing a list of links on a new page when clicking
on a link (in our opinion a disruptive technique).
A commercial Topic Map visualization is implemented in Ontopia’s Topic Map Navigator2 .
The approach there is different however, as the navigation is always in the Topic Map linking
to external sites. Ontopia uses a frame-based HTML approach for displaying related links.
Another commercial provider of a similar product is empolis with their k42 knowledge server
and the X2X link server3 . The empolis k42/X2X architecture is similar to XLinkbase and
1
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Figure 1: Architecture of the XLinkbase Server

could be used to implement DHTML link visualization, but to our knowledge no such attempts
have been made so far.
The link visualization proposed in this paper differs from the first two systems mentioned
above, as it is not necessarily relying on any client side applications and still provides the full
benefits of multi-ended linking and external linkbases. By using DHTML, it also gives the
user the possibility to have a one-click interface to extended links. There is a close integration
into the browser, and also into the way Web content is viewed today.
Also, extended links can be included into any page and navigation. It is therefore not
limited to the representation of the Topic Map, as implemented in Ontopia.
The proposed system combines the simplicity of the Web with the power of an underlying
OHS architecture.
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An Example for an OHS — XLinkbase

Generally speaking, the interface introduced in this paper can be adapted to display extended
links of most OHS systems, especially if they store information semantically connected. However, it has been primarily designed and implemented for the XLinkbase system. The underlying model is therefore shortly explained to illustrate the background of the work.
The overall concept of the XLinkbase system is that of an OHS architecture, with a
database of information about resources (which are not part of the database) that can be
accessed and presented with a variety of clients. Currently, three major types of clients have
been be identified (see Figure 1), which are
• a special XLinkbase client (implemented as a COM component embedded into the
Internet Explorer) providing a powerful graphical visualization of XLinkbase data as
well as supporting its maintenance and manipulation,
• XLink-capable browsers (unfortunately, not yet available), which could display XML
documents with embedded XLinks generated from XLinkbase data,
• and regular HTML browsers, which are supported by transforming XLinkbase data into
HTML or DHTML, depending on the requirements. Possible implementations include

– a simple HTML interface that allows the navigation through XLinkbase content
using basic HTML linking4 , and
– applications which query the XLinkbase and then generate hypermedia content as
required, that can be accessed via any browser providing current state-of-the-art
DHTML functionality5 .
Furthermore, the (D)HTML browsers could be supported by either using pre-computed
link information, or having it generated on demand (this issue is discussed in more detail
in Section 5.1).
It is important to recognize that XLinkbase is specifically designed to support direct
navigation through the link data through the first two types of clients, as well as providing
the foundation for content management systems for automatically generating rich hypermedia
for use with regular (D)HTML browsers.
In the following sections, the XLinkbase system is described in greater detail. A short
overview of the system’s server-side is provided, followed by describing clients, in particular
a Web-based implementation.

3.1

XLinkbase Server

The categorization of meta data about resources has a very long tradition, ranging from early
library catalogs over standardized concepts for thesauri [18, 17] to the latest development
in this area, W3C’s Resource Description Framework (RDF) [20, 4] and the ISO/IEC Topic
Maps standard [19] as well as its XML variant XML Topic Maps (XTM) [28]. While we
think that Topic Maps provide a very useful foundation for describing meta data, we also
think that there are some areas where Topic Maps are less than ideal. In particular, among
the well-known weaknesses of Topic Maps [30], two issues were most important for us:
• The ability to have a consistent and well-designed hierarchy of topics.
Topic Maps support topic types, but do so in an inconsistent way, because (1) a topic
is not required to have a type, and (2) there is no built-in mechanism for associating
topic types themselves (no defined subtype mechanism).
• A system for defining constraints for topics and associations.
Topic Maps do not make any assumptions about the facets of a topic or the topics being
associated by an association, and while this freedom in some scenarios may be useful,
it often is too lax and encourages the creation of poorly structured Topic Maps.
Based on these observations, we have created a data model which is similar to Topic Maps,
but avoids their disadvantages. Taking this data model as the foundation, we have furthermore specified an operational model, which defines the operations which can be executed
on XLinkbase data. The XLinkbase server is an implementation of a system that maintains
XLinkbase data and processes XLinkbase operations. In the context of this paper, the most
4
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important property of the server is its ability to apply XSLT transformations to the results
of queries into XLinkbase data.
The XLinkbase server is implemented based on Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), which makes
it possible to easily add scalability and distributed operation of XLinkbase servers. XLinkbase JavaBeans communicate by exchanging messages containing XML, and on receipt of a
request a special dispatching JavaBean computes a path which a request has to take, and
then forwards the request to the first JavaBean on this path. The path may contain many
JavaBeans, which all provide a special functionality (access control, logging, notifying external applications). On the back end, the request is transformed into a query language for
the actual data storage (SQL in our first prototype), and the XLinkbase data is retrieved
from the DBMS. On the way back through the XLinkbase server, more JavaBeans may process the data, the most important being JavaBeans applying XSLT style sheets to transform
the XLinkbase data to other representations. We currently provide style sheets for simple
HTML, for DHTML as presented in this paper, and for an alternative Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [12] representation, which currently requires a special SVG plug-in to be installed
in the browser.

3.2

XLinkbase Clients

As mentioned above, the most important design goal of XLinkbase is to implement a system
that on the one hand provides a powerful and easy-to-use graphical representation through
a native client, while on the other hand being able to support more restricted but also more
deployed technologies for leveraging XLinkbase data. This model is shown in Figure 1.
We have implemented an XLinkbase client which is implemented as a Windows COM
component, and can be easily integrated into Microsoft’s Internet Explorer6 . This interface
is limited to Windows platforms only and can also only be used with Internet Explorer, but
makes it possible to integrate XLinkbase content with normal Web content and other data
being available through COM components.
However, the topic of this paper is a more widely available technology, and this is supported
through XLinkbase data being transformed into DHTML. Using this approach, we make little
assumptions about the client’s functionality, and XLinkbase content can easily be viewed
using a standard Web browser on any platform, provided it supports DHTML (which means
HTML, CSS, DOM, and JavaScript). In the following section, we explain the motivation of
this design.

4

Extended Link Visualization

Extended link functionality is new to most users of the Web. A special challenge therefore lays
in making those concepts known to and accessible for users. A new feature is only accepted by
users when it is easy to use and builds on already known concepts. It is also well-know that
users are very reluctant (or not capable) to install programs on their computers [26]. Even
installing a plug-in can be a serious obstacle for inexperienced computer users. Since the Web
is used by the general public, new functionality requiring new software components will only
6
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complete interface for controlling the visualization and performing XLinkbase operations.

Figure 2: Interface Design of the Prototype

be successful if either the installation mechanism is fool proof, or the software components
are delivered pre-configured in the browser.
We therefore reason that for the Web, a Web-based solution, building on existing technology, known metaphors, and accepted user interface widgets, should be provided (while still
making more sophisticated interfaces available through native clients).
A functionality similar to multi-noded links already exist in the average-user’s computer
world: Menus. Here also, users can make several choices under one main point. Depending
on the choice they take, they will reach a different destination.
Several different kinds of menus exist [6]. One of particular interest is the context menu
used in all kinds of software. The context menu offers actions specific to a chosen part of the
application/screen. Depending on the object the user invokes the context menu on, different
menus appear next to the object.
Since this is a already known paradigm, it can be used to visualize extended link data.
Difficulties are that the menu used for extended links is not actually a context menu offering
different actions. There is just one action (linking) and different choices (the different target
destinations). Also, we need cascading menus, further stretching the metaphor. However, we
believe that this visualization is still intuitively clear to the user. In order to distinguish it
from the regular context menus, it is invoked pressing a dedicated icon on the page. This icon
visually shows the presence of a more elaborate functionality. Further, we limit the menu to
two levels, similar to a regular menu structure, in order to lessen the user’s mental burden [6].
The obvious advantages of a context-style menu are that (1) it saves precious screen real
estate, (2) it displays the choices for the object adjacent to it (which establishes the mental
connection between objects and choices), (3) it does not disturb the layout of the page, (4)
it is a known GUI element, and (5) it can easily accommodate the target destinations.
The rationale behind the organization of the information and choices in the menus are
described in the following section.
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Implementation of an Interface

In the following sections, we discuss the technical aspects of the interface, as well as the
specifics of our implemented version.

5.1

Technical Discussion

As discussed above, the additional functionality is implemented by relying as little as possible
on cutting-edge technology. We therefore developed a DHTML interface only requiring JavaScript on the client side. Also, in order to accommodate users with alternate viewing devices
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Figure 3: Files for extended Link Functionality

(PDAs, mobile phones, . . . ) that do not support JavaScript, we have ensured the existence
of a way to not only navigate through the information in a traditional way, but also to be
able to benefit from the extended functionality of extended linking. This is accomplished by
enabling access to an HTML version of the information. To ensure maximum adaptivity to
different environments, we have built several modules to be combined easily. The idea is to
have three types of files (see Figure 3): One source file with the extended links embedded.
This is a standard HTML file which includes several JavaScript Files. For one there are the
computational and formatting files that produce the pop-up menus. Also required are data
files that contain the actual menu content. Each data file contains an array of links.
There are three main use cases for the interface we will discuss. Basically, the key factors
lay in how often the linkbase changes, and how much the owner of the linkbase wants clients
to access and use the resources (see also Figure 1):
1. Linkbase hardly updated, mostly static information
In this case, we want to minimize the workload of the server. All the resources are stored
in pre-calculated JavaScript files that once downloaded work entirely on the client side.
The scripts are downloaded only once, when the HTML file is requested. This way,
users are ensured an instant feedback to all their actions on the page, once it has been
loaded. Whenever the data changes, the resource arrays are recalculated and stored on
the server, so users must reload the page to get the updated data.
2. Linkbase very frequently updated
If the linkbase is changed frequently and it is crucial that the clients always have the
latest information (eg, financial market data information), then recalculating all the
arrays for all changes is not very economical. Rather, the arrays are calculated on
demand, whenever there is a request. To achieve this, a CGI script is executed on the
server whenever the page is loaded, updating all arrays relevant to the page to the latest
information in the Linkbase before they are downloaded to the client. This of course
requires more performance on the server side the heavier the traffic is. Also, additional
delay might push the limit on the amount of time the user has to wait. This solution
has to return the page within about 10 seconds to be accepted by users [25, 32].
3. Very Large Number of Links on one Page
The problem of performance is even more severe if the HTML file includes a large

number of links. The overhead is extremely high, as probably only one link will be
followed, several may be examined, making the other updated arrays oblivious. A way
to cut down on the computational overhead is to load and update the array on demand,
that is, when the link is clicked. This lowers the overhead and download time required
substantially. However, the time-delays accompanying this form of interaction can be
substantial. The user expects an immediate reaction to a click on a menu (as it occurs
on other electronic systems), and could be irritated by the lack of immediate feedback
on the screen. Therefore, a good feedback mechanism has to be put in place. We
recommend this technique only in situations where bandwidth as well as delay are not
a problem (eg, fast LANs).

5.2

The Implemented Version

To answer the question on how to present the linking information contained in an linkbase,
we have to look at it from a users point of view. Basically, what users expect from the
extended link functionality is that they can reach the most appropriate resource from their
current location following a link. We therefore need to provide a view of the relevant part
of the linkbase. This, however, is not trivial. The problem is that the linkbase server does
not know what the users want. So we can either ask the users to state their goals or preferences, as implemented in various systems (for example the COOL link model [23]) or the
creator/machine assumes the scope of interest and relevance using for example weighted arcs.
In order not to overwhelm the user with choices, the system should not present the user with
more than 7 choices per menu or sub-menu [13]. This is to ensure a fast navigation with low
cognitive load for the user considering the 7±2 rule of cognitive psychology [22].
5.2.1

Choosing Data to Display

Generally speaking, the interface can display all sorts of information from different OHS.
Depending on the system, different data will be displayed. Key requisite and common denominator of extended links is that the choices are semantically related to the origin.
Using XLinkbase as an example, the selection of the data to be displayed is highly configurable according to the specific demands and needs of the linkbase. We only discuss one
possible solution which in our opinion will be feasible in most cases. It is based on several
filter mechanisms and criteria. Firstly, we draw a radius of one association around the current
topic (see Figure 4). This has the disadvantage of limiting the user’s horizon, yet having more
than one level of menus normally confuses the user [6]. Simply restricting the radius, however, might not be a good enough filter if a topic is associated with hundreds of other topics.
Therefore other means have to be put in place. The creator of the page can use self-defined
filters to display a tailored view of the information. This also allows the display of different
views according to context. For example, one association type might be the preferred one in
a certain context, hence the topics connected to it are privileged. Even an exclusive use of
one association is possible. If no filters are defined, the system uses defaults. The creator of
topics can also assign weights to the arcs connecting the topics. This information is used in a
second stage to further specify the data displayed. If no weights are assigned and/or there are
still too many items to display, the user has the possibility to view the HTML representation
of the relevant part of the linkbase.

Legend:
topic
role
association

Figure 4: The radius visible to the user

5.2.2

The Link

A standard XLinkbase link in an DHTML interface looks like this:
<a href="http://scholastic.com/harrypotter">H. Potter</a>
<a href="/xlbmap.cgi?harrypotter"
onClick="createMenu(’HarryPotter’);return false;">
<img src="/xlinkbase.gif" border="0" alt="XLinkbase">
</a>

An XLinkbase link consists of two parts. Firstly, the link pointing to the most relevant
resource is hard coded into the page on creation or request. This link is a regular HTML
link. Users not being able to view the page with the enhanced functionality (alternative
access devices, older browsers, JavaScript turned off) will still be able to navigate through
the system. Also, this link serves as a trail mark for people not interested in the advanced,
more complicated mechanism. The link is determined by the creator or the system comparing
weights of arches choosing a “good link”.
The second part is a linked image. This visually indicates to the user that there is more
and non-standard information available. Users not having JavaScript functionality built in
their access device are presented an additional page showing an HTML representation of the
relevant part of the linkbase. Is JavaScript available, a menu pops up next to the icon showing
the extended link content.
5.2.3

The Menu

The menu is displaying the various target resources to a link. Based on the underlying
technology, the menu can either be just a plain list of resources or — in a Topic Map based
environment — show associations and the associated resources.

The cascading nature of the menu lets the user traverse via the associations to the resources. The display of the association instead of just a series of links lets the user see the
context in which the resource is valid. Therefore, the user has a better information base on
which to decide. An example for an XLinkbase menu is depicted in Figure 2.
The resources are normally ordered alphabetically. This is because ordering something
alphabetically is one of three precise mechanisms to order information [31]. The system’s
logic will therefore be intuitively clear to the user. Alternatively, if weights are used in the
linkbase, the ordering can also occur according to the weights of each arc. However, this has
to be communicated to the users for them to understand the ordering. In XLinkbase, the last
item in the association menu points to an HTML representation of the topic in focus. This
item is also used when there is too much information available to use the menu GUI.
Since we have two different types of references (internal references to other topics in the
XLinkbase and references to external information), we need to visually distinguish the two
types. This also to meet the users’ expectation of what to find when following a link [6]. We
do this by showing an appropriate icon in front of the resource (either ‘ex’ternal or ‘t’opic).
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Challenges and Future Work

The implemented version as presented here is a big step towards a better linking model for
the Web. However, there are still a few limitations and constraints:
• Filtering mechanisms
If there is a large number of associations for a particular topic, the system has to filter
the possibilities to find the most relevant information. This is possible by weighting
the arcs (as described in Section 5.2.1), yet requires extra effort on the creator side.
Even then, some choices have to be eliminated for the sake of a lean navigation. Filter
mechanisms have to be found to ensure the best possible solution.
Additional comfort and usability of the system could also be added by letting the system
decide on a context basis or by evaluating the users’ preferences and goals what links
to display.
While filtering has to be performed primarily in the underlying system, it nevertheless is
an important issue to consider when thinking about a usable representation of extended
links.
• User Testing
The interface has not been tested systematically by users yet. Since we are introducing
a new concept for presenting linking information, the reactions of users to the new
functionality would be interesting for the acceptance of our approach in the general
public, and valuable data could be extracted to incrementally improve the interface.
While we currently focus on DHTML-based link display, our long-term focus is to also
support more sophisticated linking mechanisms, which will become available in the next
years [34]. We think that the experiences with our DHTML implementation of complex links
will be extremely valuable for creating useful XLinks.
Future XLink/XPointer-enabled browsers probably will support XLinks natively, and
while it is not yet clear how they will present XLinks, it is clear that designing an uncluttered

and usable interface for the complex linking facilities supported by XLink is a challenge. We
hope that our work is a first step towards this goal.
However, when implementing an XLink/XPointer-enabled interface, even more challenges
lie ahead, like the issue of properly presenting transcluded content, and the issue of being able
to distinguish between internal and external links, which we did not address in this paper.

7

Conclusions

Our work shows that the easy-to-understand and easy-to-use visualization of data from a
complex hypermedia system can be challenging. However, we believe that the linkbaseassisted generation of more complex links than today’s HTML links is the future, and while
we provide a tool-set for the smooth transition to this new generation of links, the ultimate
goal is to generate XLink from XLinkbase data instead of DHTML. However, it will take a
least a couple of years until XLink/XPointer-enabled browsers will dominate the market, and
until this time, there still is a need for visualizing extended links in using today’s browser
technology.
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